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Abstract
Background: West syndrome is a devastating disorder characterized by a triad of epileptic spasms, abnormal electroencephalography (EEG), and developmental arrest or psychomotor delay. In addition to early diagnosis, knowing the
etiology of the condition is also important for its treatment. Among various etiologies, the genetic factors, especially
mutations of ion channel genes, are very common and strongly linked to West syndrome.
Case presentation: A boy who had epileptic spasms from the age of 4 months was diagnosed with West syndrome
based on the clinical manifestation and EEG results in Shenzhen Children’s Hospital in June 2019. Trios whole-exome
sequencing (WES) test and protein structural model prediction were performed. We also reviewed the clinical and
genetic features of this syndrome and the mechanisms of action of topiramate (TPM) by literature search in databases
of Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man, Clinical Genome Resource, PubMed, Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure and Wanfang database using keywords “KCNA2” “West syndrome” and “Topiramate” by December 2020. The
relationship between the effect of TPM and the pathogenesis of the KCNA2 variant was also assessed. The WES test
revealed c.244C > T/p. Arg82Cys varaint of KCNA2 (NM_004974.3) in this patient, and Sanger sequencing identified
this was a de novo mutation. As far as we know, this is the first report of the c.244C > T/p. Arg82Cys variant in KCNA2,
which was likely a pathogenic mutation. The seizures were successfully controlled for 10 months by TPM after failure
of sodium valproate, large doses of vitamin B6, and adrenocorticotropic hormone. We speculate that the therapeutic
effect of TPM in this patient is partially due to the inhibition of carbonic anhydrase.
Conclusions: Mutations in the KCNA2 gene should be considered for patients with West syndrome. The TPM treatment is probably effective for KCNA2-associated disorders.
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Background
West syndrome is one of the most common epileptic
encephalopathies in the first 2 years of life [1]. It is characterized by a triad of epileptic spasms, hypsarrhythmia
on interictal EEG, and developmental arrest or psychomotor delay [2, 3]. The seizures of West syndrome are
difficult to control. However, a small proportion of West
syndrome cases has a good prognosis after optional
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therapy, so it is important to determine the etiology of
the condition. To date, West syndrome caused by KCNA2
gene variation has not been reported. Here, we report
for the first time a case of West syndrome caused by the
c.244C > T (p.Arg82Cys) pathogenic variant of KCNA2,
which highlights the clinical and behavioral aspects of the
syndrome. Meanwhile, we successfully controlled the seizures using TPM following adrenocorticotropic hormone
therapy. The relationship between the KCNA2-related
genetic cause and the mechanism of action of TPM was
explored. This study advances our understanding of the
genetic and phenotypic spectrum of KCNA2-associated
West syndrome.
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Case presentation
A 6-month-old Chinese boy with a history of seizures for
over 2 months was brought to Shenzhen Children′s Hospital in June 2019. The onset of seizures was at the age of
4 months, with spasms occurring in clusters of head nodding, peculiar spells, and sudden flexion of the trunk and
extension of the limbs, which lasted 2–3 min on average.
The seizures occurred 3–5 times daily. The frequency of
seizures increased gradually, and all of the events were
stereotyped and usually occurred just after he woke up.
The boy was the first child of a healthy, geneticallyunrelated Chinese couple. He was born normally at fullterm following an uneventful vaginal delivery at weight of
3.2 kg (standard deviation score [SDS]: -0.31 SD). He had
slight asphyxia at birth, and his mother had gestational
diabetes. His early development was slightly delayed. By
the age of 4 months, he could hold his head up but could
not roll over. The pursuit of light and objects was slightly
poor, as was his response to sound. Any possible history
of inherited metabolic disease, encephalitis or traumatic
brain injury was denied.
Physical examination showed a weight and head circumference of 6.0 kg (< − 2 SD) and 43.0 cm (− 0.25
SD), respectively. Abnormal hyperpigmentation was
not noted. His head control and visual pursuit remained
slightly poor. Eyeballs and pupils had normal size, shape,
equality and light reflexes, eye movement was normal,
and no nystagmus was noted. All of his extremities had
normal muscle tone.
Laboratory tests showed normal results for routine
blood test, biochemical tests, and urine and blood metabolic tests.
The interictal EEG at age 6 months (on June 20, 2019)
showed diffuse high-amplitude slow waves especially in
the bilateral posterior regions, and multifocal epileptiform discharges. During sleep, there were bursts of
spikes and slow waves. Epileptic spasms with paroxysmal
diffuse EEG, as well as prismatic electromyography on
electromyography, were observed (Fig. 1). Brain magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) showed widened subarachnoid
space and formation of arachnoid cysts in the right temporal lobe; no abnormalities were found following brain
parenchyma MRI.
Treatment

The patient was treated with sodium valproate and large
doses of vitamin B6. The seizures remained uncontrolled after this treatment. Adrenocorticotropic hormone (1–2 U/kg) was injected intramuscularly twice
daily, which slightly lowered the seizure frequency. However, the patient still experienced 15–25 single spasms
a day after the 2-week therapy. Ten days later, TPM was
added on at a gradually increased dose. The seizures
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were completely controlled after the TPM (2 mg/kg)
administration.
We recorded EEGs from 6 months to 1 year and
3 months (from June 2019 to March 2020). We found that
the epileptic seizures were gradually controlled, and follow-up EEG returned to near normal and was maintained
steady (Figs. 1, 2 and 3). At the age of 1 year and 5 months,
the seizures were steadily controlled for 10 months. The
boy was able to walk alone, climb up and out of bed on
his own, call “Mama” and “Papa” with a smile, respond
to name calling and learn to talk, and had grown 4 teeth,
similar to other normal children at the same age.
Cytogenetic and molecular studies

Blood genomic DNA was routinely extracted for exon
group capture and sequencing of the exome. WES
revealed presence of the c.244C > T/p. Arg82Cys heterozygous variant in the KCNA2 gene (NM_004974.3)
in this patient. However, Sanger sequencing of parental
DNA revealed no variation in this locus. This suggested
that the c.244C > T/p. Arg82Cys mutation in the KCNA2
gene was a de novo mutation, a first case report so far.
The carrying-rate of this variant in normal populations
recorded in the gnomAD database is 0.4 × 10− 5. This
variant is associated with the early-onset infantile epileptic encephalopathy type 32, and is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner. According to the guidelines of
the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics in 2015 [4], it is likely a pathogenic mutation (Fig. 4).
No other pathogenic variants were present in the exome
data. In addition, the 3D protein structure model was
predicted by the Mutalyzer website and SWISS-MODEL
(Fig. 5).

Discussion
In this report, we reported a 6-month-old boy who presented with epileptic spasms from the age of 4 months,
hypsarrhythmia on interictal EEG, and psychomotor
delay in development. Common blood counts, biochemical tests, and urine and blood metabolic investigations
were all normal. Brain MRI showed no obvious abnormality. WES revealed presence of the c.244C > T/p.Arg82Cys variant of the KCNA2 gene (NM_004974.3), which
is inherited in an autosomal dominant manner and is
likely pathogenic. Finally, we successfully controlled the
seizures by TPM therapy alone, and the results of EEG
and clinical follow-up showed a good prognosis.
The KCNA2 gene is located on chromosome 1p13.3,
a member of the voltage-gated potassium channel Kv1
family, encodes the voltage-gated delayed rectifier potassium channel α-subunit Kv1.2 [5], which is abundantly
expressed in the large axon terminals of basket cells of
the central nervous system (CNS) that make powerful
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Fig. 1 Abnormal EEG at age of 6 months (on June 20, 2019). The background activity was completely disorganized and chaotic on interictal EEG,
showing hypsarrhythmia. When the patient was awake, the susceptible ictal EEG showed flexor spasms
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Fig. 2 EEG at age 10 months (on October 22, 2019). After 2 months of TPM treatment, the atypical sharp waves were occasionally seen in the
bilateral frontal and frontal midline regions during sleep
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Fig. 3 EEG at age 1 year and 3 months (on March 19, 2020). After almost 8 months of TPM treatment, EEG showed low-amplitude fast waves when
he was awake or sleeping
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Fig. 4 Genetic analysis results of the child with West syndrome and his parents. A novel heterozygous variant (c.244C > T chr1, 111,147,161,p.R82C)
in the KCNA2 gene (NM_004974.3) was detected in the child. No mutation in the KCNA2 gene was detected in his parents
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Fig. 5 Protein expression and structure prediction. The mutation
occurs in the cytoplasmic N-terminus which is important for
tetramerization. Interactions between the different subunits
modulate the gating characteristics. The mutation leads to a change
in the polarity of the amino acid at the position, which may lead
to changes in gating characteristics and ion channel transport
efficiency, but the protein function may not be completely lost

axosomatic synapses on Purkinje cells. Kv1.2 plays a key
role in the efficient detoxification and synaptic plasticity
of neurons, and neuronal membrane repolarization after
an action potential, thereby regulating a neuron’s electrical excitability [6, 7]. Kv1.2 belongs to the voltage-gated
delayed rectifier class of potassium channels, which is
composed of four subunits. Different combinations of
these subunits lead to various nerve cell types, which
can play different roles in different neurons [8–10], and
effectively maintain repolarization of the neuronal membrane following an action potential [7, 11]. Knockout of
Kv1.2 gene in mice leads to the development of severe
brain stem epilepsy, respiratory failure, excitatory disorder of the CNS, and even premature death at 15 days after
birth [12, 13]. Heterozygous deletion of Kv1.2 results in
increased seizure susceptibility, and mutations in KCNA2
are also confirmed to be associated with more severe
phenotypes. This indicates that the KCNA2 gene mutation interferes with the normal function of Kv1.2 and
damages repolarization, leading to hyperexcitability and
repetitive discharge tendency in neurons [7, 11, 13, 14].
Several gene functional studies have confirmed that
the KCNA2 pathogenic mutations include the loss-offunction (LOF) effect, gain-of-function (GOF) effect, and
gain- and loss-of-function effect. These three phenotypes
actually overlap with each other to various degrees, but
the latter two are more severe [6, 7, 10, 14–17]. Mutations
causing the LOF effect, the most common phenotype,
are almost completely loss-of-function with a dominantnegative effect. This type of patient has seizure onset in
infancy or early childhood, and most of them have focal
seizures, and there is a trend of multifocal epileptiform
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discharge in the non-rapid eye movement sleep period,
particularly at the back of the head, and the phenomenon
of electrical status epilepticus during sleep discharge may
appear [6, 10, 17]. Development is normal before disease
onset. Intellectual and motor retrogression often appear
after onset with mild-to-moderate intellectual disability
and ataxia [6]. Mutations causing the GOF effect account
for approximately 50% of KCNA2 encephalopathy, which
leads to permanent channel opening, particularly severe
epileptic seizures, ataxia and mental retardation, which
may be accompanied by hypotonia and myoclonus. Children with GOF mutations and gain- and loss-of-function
effect mutations have relatively serious phenotypes and
early onset. Epileptic seizures usually occur in the neonatal period, most of which are generalized epilepsy.
EEG recording often shows multifocal epileptiform discharges, and the epileptic seizures are severe, usually
having no response to many AED therapies. Cerebellar
involvement is more common, leading to ataxia in most
patients, with shrinking of the cerebellum or even the
whole brain. In severe cases, children cannot walk independently, and the prognosis is poor. Most children have
severe mental retardation [6, 18, 19].
Concerning drug treatment, at present, acetazolamide,
a carbonic anhydrase, proves to be effective in the treatment of paroxysmal ataxia. In animal experiments, acetazolamide can partially improve motor incoordination
in mice with KCNA2 gene mutations. Acetazolamide
can rapidly and remarkably improve the epileptic seizures and ataxia of patients with R297Q gene mutation.
In addition, a patient with a c.1120A > G gene mutation
shows an apparent quick improvement in the frequency
and severity of epileptic seizures after taking acetazolamide [5, 12, 15, 19].
In this report, the case was characterized by generalized seizures that manifest as epileptic spasms and
frequent seizures, and diagnosed as early-onset West
syndrome. The condition was hard to be controlled with
sodium valproate, large doses of vitamin B6 and adrenocorticotropic hormone. EEG recording showed multifocal epileptiform discharges, especially in the bilateral
posterior regions, and burst suppression, and interictal
EEG showed hypsarrhythmia, similar to the reported
GOF effect on EEG discharges. In addition, these abnormal EEG recordings were accompanied by psychomotor
retardation and cerebellar involvement without obvious ataxia. This case was therefore considered to be the
KCNA2 GOF mutation-related encephalopathy, which
usually has a severe phenotype.
TPM is a sulfamate-substituted derivative of the
monosaccharide D-fructose [20, 21], which may exert
its antiseizure effect through five different ways: (1)
selectively blocking voltage-gated sodium channels to
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limit the continuously repeated discharges of neurons;
(2) slightly modulating the voltage-gated and receptor-gated calcium ion channels [22]; (3) acting on the
γ-aminobutyric acid A (GABA-A) receptor and the
GABA transporter 1 to increase the inward chloride
ion current caused by GABA, in order to enhance the
GABA-mediated inhibitory neurotransmission [5,
23]; (4) inhibiting the release of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate and antagonizing ionotropic
glutamate receptors, such as a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-propionate receptors to block excitatory neurotransmission mediated by glutamate [23,
24]; and (5) slightly inhibiting the carbonic anhydrase
activity [22, 25]. It has been reported that both sodium
valproate and TPM have GABA inhibitory effects, but
in this case sodium valproate failed to control epilepsy
after 2 months of administration at the beginning of
illness, while TPM completely controlled the epileptic
seizures after administration for a short time. Therefore, whether the effect of TPM was due to the GABA
inhibitory mechanism needs to be further investigated.
We believe that TPM as a carbonic anhydrase, can provide slight inhibition of carbonic anhydrase activity,
and is effective in treating epileptic seizures in children
with KCNA2 mutations [5, 12, 15].

Conclusions
Although most West syndromes have a poor prognosis, advances in molecular biotechnology and its clinical
application have enabled precise finding of etiology in
most patients. Etiological diagnosis is becoming more
and more important for early clinical intervention and
guiding individualized therapy. Many patients can benefit
from the etiology-based precise treatment to receive better therapeutic effects. The first report of the case of West
syndrome caused by a KCNA2 gene variant advance our
understanding of the genetic and phenotypic spectrum
of KCNA2-associated disorders. Additionally, we report
that TPM treatment is effective, thus providing a clinical reference. However, the exact mechanism underlying
the therapeutic effect is still unclear and requires further
investigations.
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